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About This Game

Brief Summary

Operation Sheep Defense is a tower defense game. Your mission is to protect sheep from enemies. The enemy will try to
capture these sheep. Fight off the enemy with defensive turrets.

Unique Game Mechanics

Each level takes around 6 minutes. Progression is fast and there are no boring moments. The number of enemy units can be
huge, later levels can have over 3000 units that enter the level in under 6 minutes.

Levels are dynamic, the enemy will use bulldozers to create new roads. Enemy behaviour is not scripted, every unit and bullets is
simulated.

Gameplay

You will need every tactic you can think of, because the enemy can be very intelligent! Instead of simply choosing the shortest
path, they will try to avoid towers. They will even build new roads using bulldozers. Every level will require a different

approach. The game has over 80 balanced levels. Levels vary from large open areas, levels with multiple entrances, mazes and
small fast paced levels.

Place your towers at tactical positions in each level. In open areas you can shape the path that the enemy will have to take to get
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to the sheep. Upgrade towers to make them stronger. If a sheep has been captured, the enemy has to escape with the sheep. You
still have some time to take the enemy down.

There are seven different towers you can build. Each tower has its own strengths and weaknesses. Build small cannons for early
defense. Small cannons are cheap to build but not very effective. Build the gattling gun to fight off stronger enemies. The

gattling gun is more effective against all kinds of enemies. The rocket launcher does great damage to larger units and bosses.
The fastest enemies can be stopped best using the laser tower. To make all towers more effective, use the slowdown tower to
stall enemies. The flame thrower can be used against large enemy groups. Finally, you can use the big gun, which is slow but

incredibly powerful and can target almost the entire map.

Multiplayer

There is local multiplayer which you can play on a single screen or tv. Play the entire campaign in coop mode, or play one of the
coop missions. Many levels are adjusted and rebalanced for coop mode. For controls, choose between mouse, keyboard or any

connected gamepad. The economy can be shared, individual or reversed between players.

Features

* Campaign with 80+ Levels
* Local Multiplayer Coop

* Level Challanges
* Level Editor
* Advanced AI

* Gamepad support
* Long Range Weapons

* Pause and Fast Forward
* 7 Upgradable Towers

* 9 Sheep

Are you as the commander ready to take on this challenge?
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operation sheep defense. operation sheep defense скачать

Bought this game for 2 USD for sherry and giggles, not expecting anything. But somehow, i was still disapointed by it

If this game was a "early access" games, i would probably forgive it for its multitude of sins. But apparently THIS IS THE
FULL GAME. The full game has only a campaign mode that plays kind of like the game "Simpsons Hit and Run" if you took
out EVERYTHING that made that game charming. All it is, is a "do various flavors of a driving mission, dont collect X, collect
Y" and attempt to keep the brain damage at bay.

After beating a mission you are rewarded with a handfull of currency, in which you can buy all of 2 or 3 things TOTAL. You
can upgrade your (stat-less) tractor with "quicker engine" and "better brakes" OR you can drop ungodly large amounts of moeny
and get a new (still stat-less) tractor.

The power-ups are mostly "power downs" as you can get spun out (oil can), reverse your steering controls (whiskey\/moonshine
bottle) OR can speed you up with what is probably supposed to feel like turbo (a barrel).

Also, the "hillbilly rock" soundtrack gets very old, VERY quick

Once you grow sick of the campaign (which will happen VERY quickly) you are left with nothing else to do except exit the
game and try to come to terms with wasting 2 bucks on such a game that would only be suitable as a FLASH game.

TL:DR
Do you like racing games? If so, dont buy this game as you can go to a flash game site and get much more enjoyment out of a
free game.

If not, really really do not buy this game

3\/10. Pros:

+You can date female characters and even have poly relationships if you're into these things.
+The dialogue wasn't tiresome. I have played some visual novels that have heavy dialogue that bores you after a while.

Cons:

-The characterization is actually rather poor mainly because you actually barely get to spend any time with the characters. I wish
there were maybe fewer characters so that you could spend more time with each one of them
-The crafting is generally alright, however the final quests are a bit too hard, even on easy mode. It is way too difficult to raise
the stats to the required level. I think they should have made it a bit easier.
-There is actually very little romance. I felt that this was more of a game about friends than about romance.

Overall, I was disappointed and I expected more. It's not a terrible game, but I felt like they wasted its potential. The idea of the
crafting mini game was interesting but the execution was rather mediocre.

. If you liked the 1st one... You'll love this! Buy it now and get in on the running Jumping action! This has some intersting
achievements that involve some skill! I bought it the day it came out and can't stop playing! I like the 1st one and love this
installment!. It's good. It lets you know about what Moira was doing during the 6 month in-between during the story.

It's fairly short, but it's got the ration mechanic where you hunt you own food for retries in missions.

But holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665screw part 3. Stealth kills are broken on that part. Literally went to kill a few
different revenants during that part and they did a 180, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 slapped me, and made me their
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 in a nanosecond. Needless to say, I lost all my retries doing this because I'm stubborn.
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S'aight.. I really wanted to like this game. The style, the atmosphere, the designs, all of the above roped me in immediately.

However the dev missed something important when they made 1heart: If your going to literally HIDE crucial parts of a puzzle in
your game, make sure that there's a notification on your cursor indicating that something is interactable, otherwise you'll be
wasting hours backtracking rooms and environments trying to figure out what the ♥♥♥♥ to do.

This could be remedied by simply clicking on every ♥♥♥♥ing pixel in the game to find said puzzle pieces, but oh, that's right,
the game doesn't allow that. By that, I mean that if you click in multiple places in fast increments, the screen will freak out and
literally TELL you not to do that. It even forces you to stop whatever you're doing and not click on anything for 5 seconds until
the game finally settles down so you can resume.

What sane person would think that any of these things are acceptable in a POINT-N-CLICK adventure game? I've never used
guides for any puzzle games that i've played, but for this game it's a necessity if you want to progress in this game.

Unless you want to play a game of "guess what the dev is thinking", go waste $10 elsewhere.. The only unique assets are the
footsteps
I've seen these weapons in Tibers Box 2 so they're probably from an asset store, the dusk skybox in Arena is default and most
other textures are default too
The only modes are deathmatch and team deathmatch
There's only one playermodel
excuse me what the hell is that shotgun reload animation and that knife sound

I only recommend this for the nostalgia factor because of Unity and Unity's cool, plus easy achievements.. I love the cane. The
real unsung hero for Britain imho. I just got into the whole FSX thing so my planes are basically get in and go, I haven'f fully
utilized all the cockpit features but it's still fun to fly and installed without a hitch. Lots of variations will keep you busy flying
this for hours.. If you want some achievements, this is game for you. Otherwise, search something else
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Perhaps one of the best pack in the store.
Really good choise of songs that will appeal to both guitarists and bassists, in my opinion : groovy stuff, heavy songs or ballads,
the parts are sometimes difficult to handle but always cool and interesting to play, never boring ((even if you're not a big fan of
the band imao) and it's a real pleasure to master theses songs!. If you have previosly tried this game, but at some point had
problems making it start I recomend you read the last paragraph.
FIrst of all you should know my review may be kinda biased by something the dev did (altough I will try to my fullest being
neutral). But I hope you have the time and will to still read it. When I bought the game it was kinda mediocre. It got few towers
indeed.
Basically there is on fast hitting mg, A slower but stronger canon, Slowing flamethrower, A basic AA and depending on which
faction you have money generating thingie and a mega big a** canon (I believe its main its canongun would be a very nice
ploace to camp in). The thing this game has going for it placement, and the order in which you place your turrets and upgrade
them. As a result of this it becomes repeat until you have learnt what to do process, but finnaly understanding it is imensily
satsifying. I will not lie i used walktoughs to get through some of the levels
(there I said it now someoen give me x amount of money as is regarded the right thing to do as punishment, to all politicians or
politican like figures who deos something unethical uptil blowing up this planet wiht a press on the wrong BIG red button).
True enough the game can be viewed as shallow and its enemies can also be seen as spongebobby (taking so much damage that
your weapons\/tools lose their awesomeness) but its something imensily satisfying when you manage to complete a map on hard.
Or when something about the last enemy in that wave clikcs and you finnaly understand how to repay the poor german tank
commander with a family who only fight because he needs medicine for his mother or something for last time he made you lose
a base life tenfold (I made four canons shot at him at the same time therefore ensuring that he probably now is going arounf
orbit (there you see how the myth about moon nazis was created)).

Bottomlien is that even if it has repeat untill you learn and winn mechanic it doesnt take very long for you to understand it if you
pay attention. Now the thing is if you maanage to pay attention. The graphics are a little below mediocre making it in my eyes
difficuklt seing the details about for example enemy units and the like. They certainly wont make you goo with big shiny anime
eyes either (quick everyone put on your big eyed anime bubblehead mask).
One thing should be said about the grapihcs tough. Looking at the games from this coman in this series its easy to see a pattern
so they should atleast have a clap for staying put regaridng theses games identity (the ibomber games, 4 in total as I know
about). And I certainly dont think they are unpleasant to look like I jsut think they had benefitted form more details.

I at the start mentioned soemthing about the dev doing soemthing right?
Well it goes like this. I bought this game over two years ago. Immediatly after purchase I became hooked. For a few weeks I
played it a good deal, but then suddenly it stopped working. I tried contacting the devs got no response and gave up. recently I
tried again for reasons I cant remeber (probaly impulse) and to my suprise they acctually responded after a few weeks. After
giving them my specs tehy told me to wait and try it again after the end of the week. Which I did after donwloading it. To my
suprsise it worked. So there you have it a happy ending. No brush your teeth little one and sleep tight. -blows out candle-. Relly
not best game. It's time time I see a game about my uncle. 7\/10. well this game is uh... well different. I like it but i think theres
a couple bugs need fixing... but im not sure if they are bugs xD. Its kinda confusing but i think you enjoy it.. fun and addicting!
brings back memories of when i was a kid and played rampart!. Argentinian Amnesia. The game does very little to explain
itself, and some of the puzzles, while not overly complex, will have you back tracking because you failed to spot a particular
item, or read a certain note. I'm pretty happy to find that it's light on jump scares, relying instead on atmosphere and a
surprisingly well developed back story to put you on edge. So far this is a solid 7\/10. Really solid indie horror, for those who
have some patience.. Basically I excepted the Chinese version before it really came up. However, this language update makes
me extremely disappointed. There are numerous translation mistakes and bugs in the game. It seems like CFK uses Google
Translate on the content, otherwise I suggest you company to employ better translator and programmars.

大体上：这翻译还能玩儿？？？？
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